
BUDGETING
FOR AUDIO VISUAL SYSTEMS



BIG QUESTION:

How much is it going to cost me to create a quality,
immersive audio visual experience for my church?

The #1 question we are asked: What will my system cost? 

We understand this is a top priority question. This Budget Guide will help you 
better understand what is available and what you might expect to invest.

Budget numbers are based on years of data from real CSD installations of 
facilities differing in size and production levels.  The costs you see refer to 
turnkey solutions for audio, video, lighting, and acoustics (AVLA) – including 
design, equipment, and installation. 

Our formal design process will provide solutions for AVLA as well as optional 
services like platform design, sight lines studies, room shaping, noise and 
vibration control.   

While you wait to start a design process with us, this document will give you a 
good reference point for what to expect at different system levels and costs. 

If you are working on a new construction project, we see an average of 15% to 
25% of the total construction budget dedicated for audio visual systems.

You will notice a price difference in the following budgets. This difference is 
based on the capability and quality of the systems represented. Budgets can 
and will vary depending on equipment choices and specific priorities for your 
project.

Find out more.

https://csdus.com/churches/?utm_source=budget-pdf


BASIC LEVEL
AUDIO-FOCUSED SYSTEMS

Audio is the main focus. Infrastructure is the key to the system design for 
future upgrades.  Typically, acoustic treatment is combined into architecture 
design and provided by the general contractor.

Audio: Sound quality is the key focus. SPL output is compromised but 
adequate for communication. Budget-Installation level products, limited 
channel count, no expandability.
  
Video: Infrastructure only or limited amount of projection for basic 
presentation. Products limited to lower resolution and better light output to 
cost ratio. Cost effective and small size construction limits life of product.
    
Broadcast systems: Infrastructure conduit only or very limited capability video 
capture and streaming.
 
Lighting: Infrastructure only or limited front light to augment architectural 
lighting provided by general contractor.
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BUDGET LEVEL
SMALL CHURCH SYSTEMS

This type of system is considered prosumer; it offers the greatest value for 
capability vs cost but does have tradeoffs. These systems are typically for 
smaller churches or churches with limited budgets.

Audio: Budget level products. Limited channel count. No expandability. Lower 
equipment quality, sound quality, and SPL output. Life of product is limited 
compared to other levels.
  
Video: Projectors limited to products that will have lower resolution and 
give better light output to cost ratio. Usually cost effective and small size 
construction limits life of product.
    
Broadcast systems: Switching and camera levels to be prosumer leve 1/3” 
chip or DSLR with basic professional switcher (Blackmagic, Roland, etc.) 
Limited audio channels (computer recording/broadcast mix) with small 
console and speaker set up.
 
Lighting: Mostly consists of DJ level lighting. Limited control, quality of 
light issues, and less output. Possible issues with flicker and color matching 
especially seen when using cameras.
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CORE LEVEL
FLEXIBLE, COST-EFFECTIVE SYSTEMS

These systems are the mainstay of most churches, because they can consist of 
cost-effective solutions along with some tour grade options. This gives you the 
availability to have a great expandable system without the upfront costs of a 
full Touring System.

Audio: Installation level products. Limited channel count, expandability, 
level of equipment and overall SPL output.  Wide range of acceptable 
manufacturers.
  
Video: Installation level HD projectors limited to products that will have 
lower resolution and give better light output/cost ratio.  Lower resolution LED 
solutions available.
    
Broadcast systems: Professional level 1/2” to 1/3” chip  cameras. Midgrade 
professional switcher. Consolidated control space and computer
recording/broadcast mix with DAW interface, typically the same line of 
console for main audio will be used as a broadcast mix.
 
Lighting: Mainstream lighting options that offer a wide range of professional 
equipment. Limited quality of light, less output, and road-worthy construction 
but not touring grade components.
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RED LEVEL
MISSION CRITICAL SYSTEMS

Purpose built system for the performance-based facility that is serious about 
The Mission. Relevant Elevated Deployment for venues that have a mission 
critical mindsent that also have regular rentals, concerts and events involving 
outside entities with touring riders.

Audio: Up to 96ch-190ch of audio at Front of House, Monitor, and Broadcast. 
Loudspeaker system consists of high level components found on the major 
tours able to produce tour level SPL over 110dBC at mix (d&b audiotechnik, 
L-Acoustics, and Meyer are usually the top 3 acceptable to fit most riders)
  
Video: Full HD 1080p up to 4K resolution. LED walls for IMAG and high 
resolution for staging, reconfiguration, moving, and flexibility.
.    
Broadcast systems: Starting with full size cameras with at least a 3 x 2/3” chip 
to full 33mm, HD up to 4K solutions. Full size broadcast production switcher 
routing and control stations.  Full tracking audio suite with dedicated console.
 
Lighting: Tour grade Lighting choices: Martin, Vari-lite, Clay-Paky. Automated 
rigging, customizable backgrounds, set pieces, and special effects. LED walls 
used for effects and backdrops (some rigging costs are in the construction 
budgets: pipe-grids, electrical, etc.).
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These budget numbers serve only as a guide when preparing for a new 
project; they are not set in stone and there is flexibility within these system 
levels. Do you want a tour level audio system, but can’t afford to have tour 
level video, lighting, and broadcast? That’s okay. We will work with you 
to maximize your budget to get you what you want in order that you can 
effectively communicate your message to your congregation.

Interested in receiving more information about starting a project with us?

Give us a call - 888.448.7890
Find us online - csdus.com

Start the conversation.

tel:8884487890
https://csdus.com/churches/?utm_source=budget-pdf
https://csdus.com/contact-us/?utm_source=budget-pdf

